Royalair German Shepherds

Robin Krumm 663 430th ave Grinnell Iowa 50112 641-990-9901
I feel confident this is the most extensive guarantee you will find from any breeder you will
find where you do not have to return your dog

SELLER RESPONSIBILITY:

1. Seller guarantees puppy or dog to be healthy at the time of sale to the best of her ability.
2. Seller guarantees that the puppy or dog has been on a set-deworming program and is up to date on the
proper and appropriate vaccinations.
3. Seller guarantees the puppy or dog to be free from HIP DYSPLASIA (rated severe by OFA(mild never
shows problem’s even in very old age)
4. Seller guarantees the puppy or dog to be free of Spinal Myopathy, as well as genetic heart, and pancreas
conditions until pup is 3 years of age. NO OTHER guarantees exist either stated or implied
5.Seller guarantee’s temper for a period of 16 months to be not extremely aggressive, uncontrollable. For the
buyer or his/her family.
6. Seller will take puppy back within 10 days after purchase for any reason with full refund- minus deposit,
shipping/delivery expense is buyer’s responsibility.
BUYER RESPONSIBILITY:

1. The dog has been fed a high quality food (not soy based) and not been subject to an accident or injury that
may have caused the condition.
2. The dog or puppy has not been sold to a second party or stayed with another owner than the buyer stated
on this agreement.
3. Spay or Neutering of this puppy before 16 months of age will void this contract and all guarantee's if done
without permission of breeder (nearly all university studies now say early spay is detrimental to the puppies
health in the future)
4. Said dog male or female if ever produces a litter accident or not this contract is voided.
5. Unless this contract is signed and returned to me with in ten days of purchase (or if I do not have a signed
contract pup is sold as is with no guarantee and puppy is considered sold as is.

*Seller is not responsible for any future vet bills of any puppy or dog purchased from Royalair*
Buyer must provide e Orthopedic Animals Foundation statement( for hips ) rated ,severe by OFA) that the
dog has a genetic or defect covered by this agreement. For hips I will now only accept OFA evaluation.
Elbows are not covered (environment is a large factor for formation of elbows, male puppies are far more
likely to have problems). If the dog is determined to have a genetic defect guaranteed above. than the seller

Please read over the contract and guarantee's and make sure you agree with it before final purchase.

Royalair German Shepherds Sale contact. 2nd page
litter and buyer information.

*I agree by signing this contract to contact Royalair FIRST before rehoming this dog or
puppy

Sire Of Litter :______Saber____________________________________________

Dam Of Litter:______Jozey____________________________________________

Date Of Birth:_____5/4/17___________________Sex______________________

Purchase Price: __________________________Sale Date:_____________
I agree to the conditions of this contact and will abide by it to the best of my ability.

Buyer (Name and Address)________________________________________________________

Seller_____Robin Krumm__________________________________________________________
Please do not spayed or neuter before 16 months of age. A large breed neutered dog has 10X
the HD, 30X the bone cancer,, much higher rates of all other autoimmune diseases, and temper
neurosis, then their unaltered counter parts. Hormones are essential in proper growth of brain and
bone they do a lot more then just sex. This dog is not sold for breeding(unless otherwise stated) ,
and spaying is still recommended at a later age.DO NOT FEED GRAIN FREE FOODS. This Is
hype and advertising for public perception, pups grow healthier and have less growth problems
with lower protein (cheaper) dog foods that contain grain. and raw and is not recommended by this
breeder for a growing puppy.

Please read over the contract and guarantee's and make sure you agree with it before final purchase.

